
Claytek Announces 
Partnership with Indigenous-
owned Kisik Industrial
Edmonton, Alberta (September 17, 2021) – Claytek Inc. and Kisik Industrial Services are 
pleased to announce a partnership to provide an array of environmental services to the 
energy, construction and municipal sectors.

This relationship will allow for the alignment of values, the exploration of new markets and 
technologies, the reduction of expenses and the mitigation of risks. Together, Claytek and 
Kisik will also have a positive impact on speed of delivery, quality and innovation.

Claytek and Kisik will work to strengthen and advance mutually beneficial economic interests 
through respectful and transparent relationships. The partners look forward to building 
and maintaining a long-term relationship that creates and promotes sustainable business 
practices, employment, change and growth for our clients and partners.

The partnership will allow Kisik to provide existing and new clients with innovative and 
sustainable solutions for industrial water treatment, soil remediation and difficult-to-manage 
sludge and slurries.

About Claytek 
Claytek uses world-leading natural and engineered clay products alongside innovative, 
simple processes that effectively treat wastewater, remediate soil, and convert aqueous 
waste into manageable (stackable) solid waste for effective, volume-reduced disposal. 

Claytek has worked alongside the largest construction, energy and environmental 
companies deploying proven technologies that ensure compliance with the toughest 
wastewater and slurry management challenges.



Kisik:  
Trevor Thera  
@ 780-239-3177 
or visit  
kisikindustrial.ca

For more information please contact

Claytek: 
Darryl Lasenby, CEO 
@ 780-660-2917 
or info@claytek.ca 
or visit claytek.ca.

About Kisik 
Kisik is an Alberta-based, Indigenous-owned and operated business that offers a wide 
range of site services and rental equipment to the oil and gas, construction and municipal 
sectors. Kisik rents generators, pumps, light towers and more. It provides surface and 
subsurface pumping, dewatering and well tests. Kisik supplies and maintains pumps and 
provides HDPE fusing. 

Kisik values diversity in its partners and recognizes the benefits of strategic cooperation 
with large, diverse organizations.


